This year we supported Pride
during ‘lockdown’ – a different
approach, but still with our usual
Page enthusiasm!
129 posts
2,960 likes
456 comments

Higher engagement
than ever:

“The progress we have made in creating an
environment of acceptance without exception is
absolutely significant and meaningful.”

3.5 comments per post

Claire Wu – Taiwan

“Whether you are heterosexual or LGBTQI,
everybody should feel they are an accepted
member of the Page community.”

“Every year our company becomes
more diverse and more inclusive
and the evidence, and external
recognition, supports this.”

Nicolas Dumoulin – India

20.9 likes per post

Acceptance without exception

Acceptance without exception

Max Gorsler

Angel Valchev

LGBT+
ROLE MODEL

Senior Consultant,

LGBT+ PROFILE

Michael Page

My journey was not one of doubt, because not even a single person in the office made me
feel uncertain about being accepted. Not to mention that they did not even know that they
were expected to accept me! It was a journey of acceptance that I had to go on myself, to
get to the point where I am today, proudly identifying as a gay man.

During my first interview at PageGroup back in November 2018, I already had a
feeling that it was a diverse company. For this reason, it was unthinkable not to
be open about my sexual orientation with my new work colleagues. My peers
and managers confirmed my first impression by being very open about it. This
made it so much easier for me to get started, because I didn't have to pretend
to be someone else.

“

I came out to my family only five years ago — the relationship with some family
members has gotten even better since, as I’ve no longer had to keep “secrets”.
I generally deal with my sexual orientation in a very humorous way, making it
easy for me to joke about it or even have a good laugh at myself.

All I can say
is thank you
PageGroup!
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you’re totally gay”. And I now say it as a lighthearted joke, but I know how much it takes to get here, especially when
some days your life is like a Rhianna song “Work, work, work…” and the rest of it you don’t really understand. That’s the
moment when you realise that life and work merge into one, and that your work environment is key to staying in peace
with yourself.
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I’ve agreed to be featured as an LGBT+ role model at PageGroup because I
would like to support and encourage my colleagues as much as possible to
completely be themselves.
I’ve already made the experience of being a role model in the past when I
participated in Mister Gay Germany, a competition that only sounds like the
classic beauty contest at first glance. It was much more than that though. The
contest was about developing a campaign that would encourage people to deal
openly with sexuality. I devoted myself to a topic that is still considered taboo
today: homosexuality in the football world. I told myself that if I could get a
footballer to come out of the closet - then the campaign would be 100% worth it!
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Senior Recruiter
Michael Page
Interim Germany

Oliver Watson – Exec Board

Why is it important for you to be an active LGBTQ+ role model?

My journey with Page started nearly three years ago, and just like everyone else, when joining, I had the perception of
this established corporate FTSE250 business that Michael Page is. What I could see before me was a career path, a
professional challenge, an ambitious team, but what I was refusing to try and see was whether my own personal (gay)
world would fit into this corporate universe.
It was not a doubt that I was having. It was much more than that. You doubt that something
is good for you when you know what it brings, and what it takes to have it in your life. For
instance, you doubt that a Maserati would fit in your day-to-day because you live in London,
and tubes are a much faster way of transportation (and a Maserati is bloody expensive).
You doubt that a vanilla cheesecake would fit into your diet because you know that summer
holiday is approaching (when there is no Coronavirus), and a six-pack is not built by a
cookie crumb base. You allow yourself to doubt when you know who you are, and what you
want, or alternatively what you do not want.

What our people said…
Just a few of the messages from
across the world of PageGroup

“

During my first
interview at
PageGroup
back in
November
2018, I already
had a feeling
that it was a
diverse
company

“I joined Michael Page LA in 2017
and immediately felt comfortable
being who I was and I never felt I had
to hide who I dated.”

“Writing this, I feel confident and
empowered to share my story, even in a
corporate environment; and this would
not be possible without the support I have
received from each and every person
I have met at Page... All I can say is thank
you PageGroup!” Angel Valchev – UK

Haley Kowalewski – North America

“I really value that from the beginning, everyone has the same
opportunities to pursue a career within the Group and to develop
further personally. Our work is rewarded and assessed by our
performance, which I really appreciate. Diversity is lived at PageGroup
and I am thankful to be part of it! Max Gorsler – Germany

See next page for more pride pics.
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